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Causes of data breaches

51% 25% system glitches
24% human error1

malicious causes

Data breach events

49% of global respondents

Wavelogic™ Encryption 

In-flight Data Security Solutions

Secure every bit of your in-flight data 24/7
Minimize your data security risks with in-flight data protection as part of your holistic security policy. 
CIena’s protocol-agnostic, wire-speed encryption is simple to implement, enabling a highly secure network 
infrastructure to safeguard all of your critical data, all the time, whether it is traveling across the street, 
across the city or across borders.

Data drives most enterprises today, and securing that data is imperative.

Traditional higher layer vs. optical layer

In a world where the risks to 
your data lurk everywhere and 
the stakes to your future have 
never been higher, it’s 
essential to protect the 
lifeblood of your business. 

Data Security is a Growing Concern

It’s easier than ever to infiltrate a fiber optic cable. Hackers are 
virtually undetectable and their fiber tap can collect critical data for 
days, weeks or even months.

Neglecting the risk of fiber optic cable intrusion is a gap in your 
security strategy. Breach resolution and lost business costs 
are staggering. Is your in-flight data fully protected?

100G to
400G
10G

$3.92 
million1

9.7 billion2

More than

records breached since 2013

are using encryption for 
protection of sensitive 
customer information.

54%
of organizations

average organizational cost

What are companies doing to protect their data? 

have deployed a consistent encryption 
strategy across their enterprise. More 
than twice as many as ten years ago.4

48%
of global companies

• Increased latency
• Increased CAPEX/OPEX: requires protocol-specific HW
• Inefficient use of bandwidth
• Complicated key management

Higher Layer 
Encryption

• Lower latency
• Lower CAPEX/OPEX: integrates directly into the network
• Protocol-agnostic for flexible services
• 100% data throughput
• Simple dedicated end-user key management

Optical Layer
Encryption
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Data breach cost over time

67% of the total cost occurs
in the first year

have experienced a breach at 
some point in their history3

Data breach cost:

Data Security Risks Lurk Everywhere


